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Abstract— The race for realizing a feasible framework for
the Internet of Things (IoT) is indeed of increasing pace.
Yet, none of the paradigms on the table consider building a
system from scratch. Simply put, much has been invested
(research and industry) in developing two key enabling
technologies; namely Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and
RFID systems. The abundance and self-sustained operation
of these technologies potentiate a truly diverse bed for the
plethora of applications the IoT is envisioned to encompass.
We note the application-specific approach, currently
dominant in WSN research, a true hindrance to its
adaptability in a realizable IoT framework. In remedy, we
present a novel paradigm in WSNs to efficiently utilize
network resources, and extend it to a platform for multiple
applications to cross-utilize resources over multiple WSNs.
Our system is composed of three successive phases, namely:
identifying the resources available in a given deployment of
WSNs, and calibrating their usability based on a set of
attributes. Then, a set of functional requirements is drawn
from the applications to run on these WSNs. Finally we
present a formulation for an optimization problem that
maps these functional requirements to the available
resources. The resulting paradigm potentiates the utilization
of WSNs, not only for accommodating multiple applications,
but for dynamically allocating resources when needed in a
larger IoT framework. We present the formulation aided by
a use case. Finally, this work concludes with a set of open
research topics stemming from IoT realization efforts, and
the integration efforts for its enabling technologies.
Index Terms—Internet of things, wireless sensor networks,
dynamic paradigm, resource reuse, transient resources

I. INTRODUCTION
The vision of a state-of-the-art Internet of Things (IoT)
is less realizable than what we, as researchers and
developers, envisioned. This came to a surprise as the
enabling technologies, mainly Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) and RFIDs, have leaped in major advancements.
The premise of seamless integration of all IoT enabling
technologies, along with advancements in IPv6 and
semantic services, positioned the industry in a pre-mature
state. Building an efficient IoT framework from readily
available components is as farfetched as it is problematic.
A significant drag resulted from re-employing heritage
technologies and paradigms that no longer scale to our
IoT aspirations. This problem grows in magnitude as IoT
attempts to integrate functionalities, hence complexities,
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of these technologies and paradigms. A true leap to the
IoT requires a grounded, yet radical, shift in paradigms.
As a networking paradigm, IoT evolved on the premise
of large scale deployments of two important technologies,
namely RFIDs and WSNs [1]. The latter is often
extended to include actuators in addition to sensing, thus
adding a dimension of effect on the environment, instead
of passive sensing. Although significant literature exists
on the scalability of both technologies, we stand short of
truly integrating architectures that meet IoT scalability
demands.
Though one of its main enablers, WSNs are yet far
from “utilized” adoption in IoT. Its realization is affected
by many obstacles, including the IP address space and
allocations to things, availability of SNs on the Internet,
adapting to large scale and control overhead [2]. Figure 1
highlights the main domains of research challenges facing
the realization of IoT. Many of the tracks encompassed
by these domains have only been explored in depth as
recent as last year; hence much remains to explore.
As one of the recent directions in research, scalability
in WSNs suffered from a trend long seen in its umbrella
research; namely the “tailoring approach”. That is,
traditionally most WSN platforms are tailored for a
single-application to meet a given efficiency metric.
While this is quite justifiable in many scenarios, it
presents a caveat in its re-adoption in IoT.
By definition, the IoT is to encompass a significant
number of integrating architectures, and generality in
design, in addition to adherence to access standards, are
important aspects of its realization. Thus far, very few
exceptions (e.g. those adopting Zigbee) adopt standard
access schemes in light of large scale integrations; they
are further crippled by the closed (mostly proprietary)
state machines governing their inter-operation.
We present a novel paradigm in utilizing WSNs,
revamping their view as dedicated systems for sensing
tasks, to generic platforms of dynamically assigned
resources. By viewing nodes as resource providers, and
assigning measurable attributes to these resources, we
could better utilize and use them to leverage operational
capacity across multiple WSN platforms. That is,
multiple applications could run concurrently on different
WSNs by optimizing their resource use according to
availability and other cost metrics.
This augments an important dimension of dynamicity
in its operation. Maintaining their topology will now shift
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from node availability to resource utility at nodes being
introduced or removed (dying or relocating), and utilizing
ones that are ubiquitously available in their vicinities. Our
paradigm is presented in three phases, namely: (1)
resource abstraction and representation, (2) application
representation as a finite set of functional requirements
over these resources and (3) an optimal mapping
approach to assign applications (their functionalities) to
the available resources across existing WSNs.
The remainder of this paper elaborates on our
paradigm, in light of the research directions currently
adopted in IoT literature, and the emerging challenges yet
to be probed. We also note that this work extends our
earlier work in [3] and [4]. Section II presents a
structured background on the enabling technologies for
IoT, and its drives. Our paradigm of viewing WSNs as
resources and functionalities is presented in Section III,
and the representation of applications and their
requirements are detailed in Section IV. An optimal
model for overlay of applications in WSNs and
ubiquitous resources in IoT is presented in Section V.
Finally Section VI concludes with research directions
stemming from IoT domains, and the challenges currently
facing state of the art research in IoT.
II.

REALIZING A SYNERGETIC IOT: POTENTIAL AND
DRIVES

The vision of IoT lends itself to large scale integration
of functionally compatible systems. Thus, depending on
state-of-the-art WSNs, RFID systems and heterogeneous
connectivity in the 4G, and beyond, era. It is then evident
that one of the greatest challenges facing IoT realization
is the efficient and coordinated integration of these
building blocks.
Specifically, problems relating to connectivity across
heterogeneous technologies, concurrently supporting
multiple applications, the dynamicity to adapt to
changing requirements of applications, and varying
network topology.
This section highlights the major drives behind the
realization of an efficient IoT framework, and elaborates
upon the enabling technologies and their inherited
hindrances.
It is important to note that often hindrances in
integration are not always a deficiency in the respective
protocols, but often attributed to the adaptation between
application-specific designs. Thus, issues with scalability,
compatibility and integration are equally manifested.
A. Evolution of sensing platforms
Aided by major leaps in MEMS, sensing and wireless
communication protocols, WSNs have evolved and
gained prominence in today’s applications. In earlier
phases, much of the research done focused on reducing
energy consumption per operation/application, resulting
in energy-efficient routing, MAC and duty cycling
protocols. Towards these protocols, a general saturation
has been achieved. Most tracks still striving on those
elementary protocols are merely incremental.
However, a shift of interest lately focused on resilience
in harsh environments, where WSNs penetration was
© 2012 ACADEMY PUBLISHER
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Figure 1 - IoT research challenges

projected. Intrinsically, such architectures lost generality
and scope as they catered for very specific coupling of
applications and environments. Resilient architectures
have already advanced in fault tolerance, security and
longevity, yet a greater scope for scalability arose [3].
This is magnified by the granularity of these approaches
as they cater for specific harsh factors.
Applications now not only require a multitude of
nodes, at varying locations, with different tasks; but also
demand the versatility to scale and adapt to nodal changes
and network expansions, both in functionality and
number.
As an enabling technology for IoT, new WSN research
directions arise for uniquely identifiable nodes,
dynamicity in changing applications, and catering for
multiple ones as the need arises.
B. Heterogeneous connectivity
It is imperative that wirelessly communicating
networks will eventually require more direct links of
communication to improve operational capacity. That is,
coordination and resource sharing between heterogeneous
nodes will require less dependency on the backbone of
each network, and more reliance on direct or semi-direct
communication.
In a framework such as the IoT, assuming that all
communication between different entities will be routed
through the Internet poses significant bottlenecks on
backhaul gateways. When scalability arises as a concern,
these will manifest the highest degrees of contention.
In remedy, Vertical Handoff (VH) procedures have
been investigated. They not only serve maintaining a
user’s session as they migrate from an access medium to
the other, but also offer a load balancing option when one
network is strained. Thus, VHs have been investigated as
a critical tool of resource management in dynamic
networks that experience varying rates of demand and
traffic [5].
However, The issue is not just connectivity across
medium access networks, but also the duty cycling,
different properties of MAC (transmission power, and
wait/hold off periods, and other issues with symmetry in
communication).
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C. Dynamic applications
Traditionally, most WSN platforms are tailored for a
single-application to meet a given efficiency metric. A
few advancements in interchangeable node operation [6],
as pre-set schemes, have been proposed to break this
design bottleneck. Nevertheless, they stand far from
meeting today’s demand for scalability, cost effectiveness
and resilience to varying nodal and network failures; in
addition to changing environments and requirements
from pre-deployed WSNs.
Two main streams of research cater for altering
applications on a WSN. The first handles remote/dynamic
re-programming, whereby newer versions of the software
governing nodal operation is disseminated in the network,
and broadcasted (usually multi-hop) through it.
Significant overhead in communication is often incurred;
draining energy and mounting time latency.
The other approach is adopting generic middleware for
nodes [3], such that the application layer catering for
nodal services is interfaced efficiently and dynamically to
the underlying operating system functionalities.
Both directions however lack on the dynamicity
required for IoT realization. The former exhausts the
network in revamping nodes’ software. As an approach, it
is yet in the phase of infrequent nodal modifications when
the need arises. The latter does not cater for nodes that
could, at given times, associate themselves with resources
in their vicinity, thus changing their resource pool over
time. Such as when utilizing the camera of a nearby
smartphone.
D. RFID systems
An IoT framework cannot scale without integrating
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems. RFID
gained significant prominence due to a simple factor: the
cost associated per item tagging. That is, the cost of
attaching a passive tag with a unique ID to each and
every item of concern; using a technology that does not
require line of sight (LOS) reading. Thus, identifying
objects around us, and locating them in zones [17][12], is
rendered cheap and efficient.
As the number of readers deployed increase in density
and scale, RFID tags would proportionally increase in
utility. Since envisioned IoT frameworks capitalize on
interacting with all “things” around us, RFID systems
render themselves as a strong contender for serving the
identification part.
Moreover, different types of tags (passive, semipassive and active) vary in their ability to store data and
process it, thus serving more than identification.
It is important to note that successful integrations
between WSNs and RFIDs have already been
investigated [16]. However, the scale and functionality
governing this integration only considers that of
improving either of their functionalities. As we now
migrate to a more synergetic framework for integrating
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both technologies to serve the IoT, utilizing RFID
functionality for seamless tagging and identification
remains an open issue for IoT.
E. Large scale integrations
A core premise of IoT is the ability to stretch to the
global scale [8]. Such ultra large scale (ULS)
deployments of WSN are yet a goal. One of the largest
actual deployments to date has been GreenOrbs [9],
although over a 1000 nodes, it is still confined to a
limited forest and uses a homogenous structure.
Nevertheless, Y. Liu et al, the team working on
GreenOrbs, have noted issues such as difficulty in
localization, fuzzy deployments (in contrast to grid) and
hindrances in long range communication as issues with
large scale deployments.
For the IoT, expanding to ULS is inevitable. IoT’s true
potential for services will not be realized via networks
existing in isolation, let alone not able to intercommunicate. Issues with reliable long range
communication, that does not incur significant time
latency nor exhausts nodal resources remains a major
domain of development. Moreover, expanding on
techniques for assisting location detection, aside from
traditional GPS or approximate RSS trilateration should
be investigated to enable a true ULS deployment that
could be easily probed for services via the IoT
infrastructure.
III.

WSNS AS ENABLING RESOURCES FOR IOT

Traditionally, WSNs are viewed as a group of nodes,
pre-designed to perform a given task; which is mostly
pre-determined and static. The nodes form a network to
communicate their reports to the sink(s). Accordingly,
different modalities of control dictate how data is sensed,
aggregated/analyzed if any, routed back to the sink and
all the network maintenance operations that support these
operations (MAC, duty cycling, etc).
Realizing the rigidity of this model in adapting to IoT,
especially in terms of node-level unique accessibility
from a bigger “web”, and the integration of
heterogeneous sensors and components, create a
cumbersome problem; one that is further magnified by
the varying application requirements over time.
Simply put, the IoT realization cannot be seen via
single-tasked static nodes that are deployed with a static
pool of resources. Figure 1 lists some of the prominent
hindrances in adopting current WSN architectures in the
IoT.
We introduce an abstraction of all components in a
WSN, including ones with confined temporal properties
(i.e. resources “passing by”), and extend the definition to
encompass IoT components that add to its resource pool
(e.g. cell phones, municipal antennas, objects with
different access networks, etc).
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This is an important feature introduced here to cater for
nodes that are augmented with more components after
deployment. This triggers a significant dimension of
research on components added on-the-fly, elaborated
upon in Section VI.
Wired sensors are encompassed under this
representation. Simply put, ignoring such sensors that
have been invested in and deployed over the years is a
waste of resources. In fact, they have the advantage of
resilience and power sustenance; metrics which current
SNs strive to maintain.
In current deployments, they are mostly enterpriseowned systems running proprietary software, yet their
integration with established systems facilitates access; a
benefit which should not be overlooked. Moreover, there
is a significant pull from current infrastructures to
maintain their old systems, as long as they are functional,
hindering much of the penetration planned for IoT. As
such, isolating them from the IoT will incur significant
voids in its implementation.

Figure 2 - Hindrances in adopting WSNs for IoT

Then, applications of WSNs when represented as
functional requirements based on a set of resources, will
be covered in Section IV. To this end, it is important to
note the significant advancements in connectivity across
different access networks, and the recent advancement in
vertical handoffs that leverage resource management
when enforced [5].As such, we assume that interconnectivity between different wirelessly-enabled devices
will not be an issue, as we converge to an era of
broadband connectivity across networks
A. Sensing nodes as resources
In a typical setting, sensing nodes are equipped with a
processor, memory, transceiver and a sensing platform.
Other units in sensing nodes, such as location systems
(e.g. GPS) or energy harvesting (e.g. photovoltaic cells or
piezoelectric cantilevers) comprise auxiliary components
that are mostly application dependent.
Instead of considering such nodes as black boxes that
perform a pre-set operation, we hereby view them as a
group of components forming a pre-specified set of
resources. As such, a typical sensing node would offer the
four aforementioned primary resources, in addition to the
ones it has been equipped with, or added to it postdeployment.
© 2012 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

A. IoT objects as resources
Pervasive technologies and services, including cell
phones, municipal cameras and data collectors, form a
significant resource pool that awaits true utilization by
IoT. Although WSNs form a prominent enabling
technology, exploiting its capabilities in isolation of other
resources in their vicinities would not deliver the IoT
paradigm. That is, our challenge is not tailoring WSNs to
work for IoT, rather interweave it in the greater paradigm
of IoT. That includes resource sharing and crossutilization between WSNs and nearby architectures to
better utilize their resources.
Consider a cell phone passing by a deployed WSN. As
a device, it is present in that vicinity for a given duration
T. It includes a processor, storage, and strong transceiver.
All of these resources are significantly more capable than
their compliments in a typical SN. What if for a duration
T, a subset of underutilized resources in such a cell phone
could be exploited for long-range relaying of WSN
messages or leveraging inter-network data processing.
The remainder of this section will present an
abstraction that encompasses these attributes of all
resources to be utilized by WSNs. Those include ones
deployed in the WSN, others attached/introduced postdeployment, and ones available in the vicinity of WSNs.
This representation was also adopted in earlier work [3].
B. Resource attributes
Full utilization across WSNs and other ubiquitous
resources cannot be achieved without a clear and rigorous
representation. As a core component of our paradigm, we
manifest resources via a group of attributes; according to
which functional requirement of applications would be
drawn.
Here we present six core attributes, spanning
resources, their availability and usability. The attributes
are detailed as follows:
1) Functional capability
A single resource/component could usually perform
multiple tasks. For example, if the resource is an RF unit,
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it has the capacity to Tx, Rx or sense the channel (idle
listening). As such, this attributes represents the functions
this resource could offer. A camera could possibly take
pictures, videos at varying FPS ratings, and so on.
Infrared sensors could be used for estimating distance or
detecting intrusion. The cases are many.
2) Levels of operation
Often operation granularity is seen in many resources.
For example in a transceiver, it could Tx at different
levels (usually a step function) to reach further. The
resource could also be shut off, to conserve energy, and
that is also catered for in this attribute.
This is distinguishable from functional capacity since
for each function there could be multiple levels of
operation. Accordingly, this attribute dictates the ability
of a certain resource to meet a functional requirement.
E.g. a transceiver would transmit packets as per its
operational capacity, but might not be able to Tx at the
required dB level for a given application. Hence, even
though the resource is available, its operational level
deems it unusable. This attribute also be viewed as states
of operation.
3) Power consumption
In light of the functional capabilities and the
operational (state) level of each attribute, a proper
representation of the power dissipation is used.
Accordingly, resource utilization would cater for
increments in operational levels to meet functional
requirements, in light of the power trade-offs. This
attribute would most prominently be represented in mW
for each resource’s operational level.
4) Location
In a static deployment, understanding where a resource
exists is imperative to its utilization. This is of more
importance as we note the prominent dynamicity of IoT
environments. This attribute reflects at any given time the
location of the resources as belonging to a node in the
WSN. Simply assuming longitude and latitude values for
a global positioning might not always be needed, or even
feasible.
In fact, different applications vary in interpreting
location. Often it is the relative distance to an anchor
point; sometimes the approximate region within which
sensing or communication are possible.
This remains a challenge in seeking unanimity of
definition, yet global positioning paradigm is currently
the de facto when referring to location.
5) Duty cycling
A major technique for power saving in SNs is duty
cycling; where nodes spend only a given percent of their
lifetime “on”. Generally, it reflects the temporal property
of the resource, marking at any given time its availability.
We introduce the notion of transient resources: those
having temporal limits on their availability in a given
region. Combining the values for location and duty
cycling attributes, such resources are catered for in this
model.
6) Region of fidelity
We present this attribute as a more relaxed definition
of coverage. It encompasses a broader definition of
© 2012 ACADEMY PUBLISHER
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accurately reporting an event in the resource’s vicinity. In
sensor networks, this reflects typical coverage; for a
camera it is the focal length and depth of field within
which pictures (and video) are useful; for an ultrasound
thickness sensor it’s the medium it could detect thickness
within. No assumptions are made on the region shape;
hence it is application dependent. However, it is
important to note the fidelity of readings made within this
region as the metric governing its shape and size.
Formally
Definition 1: A region of fidelity is identified by the
region within which a resource would pass a predetermined threshold of accuracy in measurement; given
the physical properties of that which is to be sensed.
C. Resource Pool (ReP)
A core challenge of the IoT is devising the underlying
platform that will “encompass it all”. Simply relying on
Internet protocols and standards to seamlessly integrate
the IoT is quite farfetched. Without loss of generality, we
introduce a general architecture to span components and
their resource representations, which need not be the
Internet.
Referring to it as the Resource Pool (ReP), its physical
locality need not be confine to a centralized location; in
fact true scalability will almost dictate decentralized
operation. The design of this entity remains an open
problem, and a challenge that many disciplines probe [3].
Security issues and scalability, being affected by Internet
link capacities and charges, disconnection in service and
control practiced by different agencies, are but a few
challenges for ensuring a connected and scalable IoT.
IV.

AN IOT SUPPORTING MULTI-APPLICATIONS

Capturing the essence of applications, we adopt the
view of an application as a finite set of functional
requirements, needed over a given duration. In fact,
coupling this with the detailed view of resource attributes
discussed in Section III, it is straightforward to note the
mapping.
That is, knowing the available resources, and the
functional requirements as dictated by the application, we
could reach one of two states: (1) the application could be
met, hence optimal assignment of tasks to resources need
to take place, or (2) the current resources cannot meet the
application’s demands, hence new resources need to be
introduced or requirements relaxed. Thus, we define an
application as
Definition 2: An application is a best effort scheme to
mapping a set of functional requirements F to a set of
resources R across connected resources; under the
constraints set by efficiency, QoS and cost measures.
Traditionally, mapping applications to the underlying
WSN was one-to-one. When expanded over more than a
single network, an application is limited by compatibility
issues and usage of resources across heterogeneous
platforms.
However, this paradigm remedies a new challenge in
efficiently performing this mapping, over resources from
multiple networks, while maintaining its large-scale
feasibility.
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Formally, for a set of applications A where ȁܣȁ  ͳ,
we represent the functional requirements of each
application ࢇ   אas a non-empty set ࡲ . Thus,
aggregating over all applications, we derive the set
ȁȁ

 ܨൌ  ራ ࡲ

(1)

ୀଵ

to encompass the set of functional requirements needed.
This changes over time, and hence rounds of operation
are carried, and denoted by T.
At each round ࢚  ࢀ אthe sets F and R are recalculated.
Hence, using ReP the aggregation of applications will
dictate the mapping denoted as ࡲ ՜ ࡾ at each round ࢚ .
Thus, we formally note overall network utility in meeting
F as:
Definition 3: Network utility is an aggregated
indicator of the degree by which multiple applications
are served, such that resource utilization is maximized
across platforms while global network constraints are
maintained. Thus network utility is the aggregation of the
satisfiability of all applications it serves.
Thus, we hereby identify network utility as an
optimization problem with two sets of constraints,
namely: (1) network level constraints such as lifetime,
privileged operations and threshold of permitted loads on
certain (mostly pivotal) nodes/resources (2) application
driven constraints. Since our model runs in rounds, this
mapping tolerates changes as resources change.
A proposed optimal mapping scheme is presented in
the following section. Figure 3 depicts the varying
resources adopted in our paradigm, and the representation
of R and F as optimal mapping is performed.
V.

OPTIMIZING APPLICATION OVERLAY OF WSNS IN
IOT – THE RESOURE REUSE (RR) PARADIGM

Optimal mapping of applications’ functional
requirements to available resources ensures that the
network operates under pre-set fair constraints. Moreover
applications are offloaded efficiently over multiple
networks without resource starvation or exhaustion.
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We adopt a linear programming (LP) formulation to
solve the mapping problem, noting that other heuristics
could be adopted. The problem is relaxed and maintained
as an LP to aid computational tractability.
A. Assumptions
We assume that WSNs and their SNs, municipal,
industrial, institutional and all personal wirelessly
accessible devices form a pool of resources for the crossplatform utilization of our paradigm. As previously
mentioned, there are no assumptions on the access
network types, as research on vertical handoffs already
established leverage to that end.
We also assume multiple applications, for varying
domains, requesting functionalities from this pool of
resources. As such, a single resource could be probed for
its functionalities by different applications. Although
most structured networks (WSNs, RFIDs, cellular
devices, etc) have backbones of their own, we will
assume WLOG that our scheme will optimize over ReP,
disregarding its physical locality.
We assume such resources are already deployed and
reachable. Active nodes holding resources are assumed to
have a measurable reservoir of energy, in J, usable by the
attached resources. To facilitate dynamic handling of
transient resources, the mapping of F to R is done in
rounds, with a duration Ĳ dependent on the dynamicity of
resources in play.
B. Optimal mapping
At the core of this approach, a detailed representations
of the entities in the optimization model is necessary. We
hereby define the set of applications to run on the WSN
as  ܣൌ  ሾܽଵ ǡ ܽଶ ǡ  ڮǡ ܽ ሿ, where ݅ ൌ ȁܣȁ is the number of
applications to run on this RR-WSN.
Also, nodes in the networks associated with the
mapping problem, i.e. to be incorporated in the resource
reuse paradigm, are represented as ܰ ൌ ൣ݊ଵ ǡ ݊ଶ ǡ  ڮǡ ݊ ൧,
where ݆ ൌ ȁܰȁ, is the number of nodes in the connected
networks, upon which the RR paradigm will function.
Thus, as we pursue an atomic representation for the
available resources and functional requirements, we
derive from the definitions of A and N the following

Figure 3 - Optimal mapping of multiple applications over IoT resources across different platforms
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capacity of node ݊ఈ  ࡺ אby ߶ఈ , hence we enforce the
following constraint:

representations:
ܴఈ ൌ ൛ݎఈǡଵ ǡ ݎఈǡଶ ǡ  ڮǡ ݎఈǡ௨ഀ ൟ

which represents the set of resources associated with each
node ݊ఈ ࡺ א, of count ࢛ࢻ . Similarly,
ܨఉ ൌ ቄ݂ఉǡଵ ǡ ݂ఉǡଶ ǡ  ڮǡ ݂ఉǡ௩ഁ ቅ

࢛࢈

(2)

(3)

݊ ఈ ࡺ א

 ࢘ࢻǡࢼ    ߶ఈ

(9)

ࢼୀ

Finally, to ensure that the load of all applications will not
exceed available energy at a given node:
࢛ࢻ

represents the functional requests of each application
ܨఉ   א, represented over ݒఉ functions. It important to
note that each application ܨఉ need not have the same
number of functional requests as another ܨఊ . Similarly,
nodes in N could hold a different number of resources,
hence the ݑఈ index for each ܴఈ ࡺ א.
Hence, we note the aggregation of all resources in the
network as R defined by:


ܴ ൌ  ራ ܴఈ

(4)

ఈୀଵ

and F as defined in (1).
Thus we define the service group S of each resource in
ܴఈ by

ܵ൫ݎఈǡఉ ൯ ൌ ቐ݂ǡ  ܨ אቮ

݂ǡ   ݎఈǡ
 א ܽ רሼͳǡ  ڮǡ ݆ሽ
ቑ
ሼͳǡ
ሽ
א ܾ ר
 ڮǡ ݑఈ

(5)

Where compatibility refers to the matching of the
attributes of functional requirement ݂ǡ  with that of the
resource ݎఈǡ as per the description of attributes in Section
III. We hence define a metric of matching/compatibility
as
ͳ ݂݊ݎ
ߜǡ ൌ ቄ
Ͳ

(6)

Thus, we define our objective function as maximizing
Network Utility (NU), defined as:
ȁேȁ ௨

ܷܰ ൌ   ߜǡ

 ࡺ א ࢻቌࢊ  ൈ  ൫࢘ࢻǡࢽ ൈ ࢉࢻǡࢽ ൯ቍ    ݁
ఊୀଵ

where ࢊ   ࡰ אrepresents the duration for which ࢘ࢻǡࢽ
would be used for, such that Ͳ   ࢊ   ࣎ which is the
round time. ࢛ࢻ is the number of resources each node ࢻ
holds. ࢉࢻǡࢽ denotes the incurred power consumption if
resource ࢘ࢻǡࢽ is used. Finally, ࢋ is an indicator of the
remaining energy (in J) in node ࢻ assuming that all the
resources in a given node would utilize the same energy
reservoir.
To demonstrate the versatility of this approach, a use
case is depicted in Figure 4. In light of the recent nuclear
tragedy of Fukushima (Japan), many Geiger counters
(measuring ionizing radiation) have been deployed in
excessive redundancy. Whether by governments,
industries or different organizations and individuals, a
huge amount of data generated from these readings struck
researchers as one of the prominent drives of having a
platform such as the IoT. Not only would it serve in
aggregating the readings and better aiding their analysis,
but also reducing the unnecessary redundancy and
underutilization of such expensive equipment.
With two typical WSNs deployed in many regions, we
assume one (in red) that measures temperature data and
another (in blue) that collects humidity readings. They
partially overlap in deployment region and are
homogenous. With the 3 Geiger counters deployed in
isolation, little could be done to merge their readings;
especially that two of them are beyond the

(7)

ୀଵ ୀଵ

Upon constructing the service group for each resource,
identified by S in (5), maximizing NU would yield the
highest functional capacity of the network. However, to
ensure that every resource in R does not serve more
functional requirements that its capacity, we enforce the
following constraint:
ࢻ࢘ǡࢼ  ࢻߜ ࡾ אǡࢼ   ࣂࢻǡࢼ

(8)

where ࣂࢻǡࢼ is the maximum number of functional
requirements ࢘ࢻǡࢼ could cater for in a given round. For
example, if ࢘ࢻǡ is a transceiver, ࣂࢻǡ would be the
maximum number of devices this node could
communicate with. Similarly, often a given node would
have a cap on the number of functional requirements it
can serve at any given round. Thus, we denote the nodal
© 2012 ACADEMY PUBLISHER
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Figure 4 - Use case for resource utilization in IoT involving a
WSN for temp monitoring (in red), Humidity monitoring (in
blue), Geiger counters present in a large region, and two
common transient resources (vehicle and smartphone)
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communication range of the WSNs. However, using our
paradigm the transient resources could be utilized for
their communication abilities, to relay readings to WSN
sinks. As such, at each round of optimal assignment,
when messages are passed on to the nearby (red) sink,
temperature readings from its WSN would be offloaded
to the other (blue) sink.
Most importantly, the same platform of resources,
could serve multiple applications. For example radiation
information from the three counters could be used for
measuring current nuclear pollution levels; but the same
readings could also be used for decision making on the
exposure of certain regions to prolonged radiation
deeming its harvest inedible. In the domain of IoT, we
envision the re-use of not only resources, but also the
same information from a resource over multiple
applications.
VI.

RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND CURRENT
CHALLENGES

The multitude of proposals presented for the Iot, meant
that little consensus has been reached on how the IoT
would eventually mature into. Mainly due to the varying
domains interplaying their effect on how IoT potentials
would truly be realized, it is quite cumbersome to frame
the future of key technologies that would dominate IoT
architecture and operations [1]. Nevertheless, many
aspects still pose challenges to such realization.
Devising credible IoT metrics
In each technology, metrics for lifetime, efficiency in
operation and responsiveness, fidelity and accuracy,
deviate from an application to the other. For example, in
WSNs, network lifetime extends from deployment till the
first partitioning, node death, security breach, functional
failure or many of the other metrics presented in the
literature [14]. However, in RFID systems the definitions
of lifetime are coupled with tag failure and properties of
the readers themselves.
It is yet to be investigated if an IoT framework would
indeed adopt a given set of metrics that represent a
common base between all its constituents. Would these
metrics be calibrated to the region common between all
integrated technologies? That is, if lifetime where a
metric of concern, would it end with the failure of the
first system integrated in the IoT framework (e.g. failure
of an RFID reader)?
Hierarchical network maintenance and failure mitigation
In such an integrated system, would the IoT framework
depend on technology specific failure mitigation
schemes, or would integrated solutions be devised to
optimize performance and reduce system down-time?
For example, if we consider an RFID system
undergoing a failure in a reader to reader link, would the
RFID system attempt to re-establish a path via other
readers to mitigate the failure? If a solution is to be
sought on a higher (hierarchical) level, would the IoT
framework mitigate such a failure by re-routing through a
WSN relay instead?
This remains an important issue, yet the authors expect
this to remain an application-specific approach.
© 2012 ACADEMY PUBLISHER
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Nevertheless, it is important to note that the diversity of
resources across multiple platforms would enhance the
solution space of most technology-specific failures; both
intermittent and permanent. Much of the literature on
distributed systems probe failures on a larger system level
[10], yet seldom investigate the difficulties faced with
networks that are wirelessly and heterogeneously
connected.
Realizing IPv6 communication
With an enormous address space (2128) and the ability
to encompass almost all objects uniquely, much
deliberation is taking place about the future of IPv6 in the
IoT [2]. However, as appealing as it is to simply assign IP
addresses to things for enabling web services, many
challenges deem it a distant goal. Most notably, SNs duty
cycle to prolong their lifetime as neighboring nodes take
over their tasks, hence often being in sleep mode is not
consistent with the web paradigm. This also applies to
passive things that form a significant portion of IoT.
Also, data packet sizes of IPv6 present a heavy load on
constrained SNs, yet recent efforts in devising operating
systems able to handle IP packets have been pursued
[18].
A challenge worth deliberating is the resulting traffic
on the Internet if all nodes are accessible, with arising
security issues. It is imperative to consider Internet
connectivity to backhauls and sinks in WSNs, but
unrealistic for all SNs. Thus, we note the penetration
level of IP in WSNs a challenge, one that should be
energy-efficient as well as secure and reasonably lightweight in operation.
Readers everywhere
A major enabler of real-time identification is RFID, yet
many challenges hinder its large scale adoption. Costly
deployments of readers, their limited pervasiveness, and
the efficient scheme of tagging all things pose major
hindrances. Most notably, the cost of readers, their
limited communication range and capacity in
interrogating multiple tags, are all areas of development
to realizing an efficient and truly ubiquitous IoT
paradigm. Ali et al investigated the reduction of
redundant readers which hinder performance due to interreader collisions [12].
Security and Privacy to draw upon the ethics of IoT
A major reason for the pervasiveness of IoT is the
projected invasiveness of interactive objects that support
machine-to-machine communication, and possibly violate
many privacy issues. These are most notably seen in
ubiquitous social spaces that target real-time
identification and reflect personal profiles on user’s
environment [15].
With a paradigm that is yet feared for its social
implications on accessible objects – which are actually
personal properties – the research community is yet to
establish both the security measures and ethical standards
to ensure controlled exposure to IoT services and
platforms.
Ambient tracking of passive objects
With pervasive identification schemes, we could
assume the ability to identify objects when passing by
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readers [12]. However, lack of reliable positioning
schemes that hold no assumptions on active objects, pose
a significant challenge in tracking. That is, passive
objects that are not equipped with GPS are hard to track;
they cannot send strong signals to utilize RSS, and often
suffer negligence in dense environments. . Semi-passive
RFID tags have the ability to power up to transmit
signals, yet a true challenge is tracking passive objects in
the IoT; especially in applications that have limited
tolerance to estimation errors..
Transient resource utilization
Many of the abundant resources in the things to
integrate with the IoT, have been designed to serve their
respective device purpose. E.g. vehicles that pass by a
given region with many resources (memory, transceivers,
GPS, etc) that are primarily installed for the benefit of
their own users..
An interesting approach to utilizing vehicular networks
for sensing and data dissemination is presented in [13].
Being able to detect their underutilization and
communicating effective win-win scenarios to crossutilize these components by WSNs is a great challenge.
How would WSNs economically utilize resources passing
by their fields while maintaining their efficiency metrics
(longevity, security, operational cost, etc)?
Resource on the fly
While resources are typically statically deployed in
WSNs as per their pre-set design, there is a new domain
of interplay between deployed WSNs and resources that
could be introduced post-deployment. For example, a
WSN deployed for fire monitoring with only
thermometers could be aided with cameras postdeployment for more granularity in detection, and
ensuring that rises in temperature are in fact due to fires.
How would the WSN platform adapt to such resources,
and incorporate them in efficient load balancing and task
allocation across the required spatial domain? How would
the network dynamically re-configure and adapt its
control operations (routing, MAC, etc)?
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